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The activation of BK type Ca2+-activated K+ channels depends on both voltage and Ca2+.
We studied three point mutations in the putative voltage sensor S4 or S4-S5 linker regions in the mslo1
BK channels to explore the relationship between voltage and Ca2+ in activating the channel. These mutations
reduced the steepness of the open probability - voltage (Po - V) relation and increased the shift of the
Po - V relations on the voltage axis in response to increases in the calcium concentration. It is striking
that these two effects were reciprocally related for all three mutations, despite different effects of the
mutations on other aspects of the voltage dependence of channel gating. This reciprocal relationship suggests
strongly that the free energy contributions to channel activation provided by voltage and by calcium
binding are simply additive. We conclude that the Ca2+ binding sites and the voltage sensors do not
directly interact. Rather they both affect the mslo1 channel opening through an allosteric mechanism, by
influencing the conformational change between the closed and open conformations. The mutations changed
the channel’s voltage dependence with little effect on its Ca2+ affinitiy.
ABSTRACT:

Large conductance Ca2+-activated K+ channels (BK channels)1 are activated by membrane depolarization and by the
binding of cytoplasmic Ca2+. The dependence on both
voltage and Ca2+ makes BK channels central to cellular
processes that involve both Ca2+ signaling and membrane
voltage changes. These include smooth muscle contraction,
frequency tuning of sensory hair cells, and regulation of
neurotransmitter release (1-5). Previous studies have revealed that voltage and Ca2+ activate BK channels through
distinct mechanisms (6, 7). BK channels possess intrinsic
voltage sensors that induce channel opening in response to
membrane depolarization and can be activated by voltage
in the absence of Ca2+ binding (6, 8-12). Ca2+ modulates
the kinetic and steady-state responses of the channel to
voltage by shifting the voltage dependence of the steadystate open probability (Po) and the activation time constants
to a more negative voltage range (6, 7, 13-16). Both voltagedependent and Ca2+-dependent activation of the channel
involve allosteric mechanisms (6, 7) that are individually well
described by Monod-Wyman-Changeux (MWC) type
models for allosteric proteins (7, 10, 11, 15, 17).
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Abbreviations: BK channels, large conductance Ca2+-activated K+
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The primary structure of cloned slo channels is consistent
with separate Ca2+- and voltage-dependent activation mechanisms. Alignment of the amino acid sequences revealed
similarities between a core domain of slo channels and
voltage-gated K+ channels (16, 18-21). This core domain
contains putative transmembrane segments S1-S6 that are
conserved in voltage-gated K+ channels (22-24). In particular, the S4 segment that has repeated and regularly spaced
basic residues is part of the voltage sensor in voltage-gated
K+ channels (25-29). The remaining sequences, S0 and the
large C-terminal tail domain, are unique and well conserved
among various slo channels (16, 18-20, 30). This structural
arrangement of the slo channel protein has led to a hypothesis
that the core domain is responsible for its voltage dependence
and the C-terminal domain is responsible for its Ca2+ sensing.
Several studies have lent strong experimental support to this
hypothesis (21, 31-33).
Although voltage and Ca2+ activate BK channels through
distinct molecular mechanisms, they influence each other’s
ability to activate the channel. The voltage dependence of
the steady-state and kinetic properties of BK channels shifts
to a more negative range with increasing [Ca2+]i (6, 9, 1416, 19, 20, 34, 35). Likewise, the channels’ apparent affinity
for Ca2+, estimated from steady-state conductance measurements, is higher at more positive voltages (6, 14). Therefore,
the response of the channel protein to one stimulus (voltage
or calcium) depends on its state, which is influenced by the
other stimulus. The molecular mechanism underlying this
interaction between voltage and Ca2+ during channel activation is not clear. Because measurable properties of channel
gating depend on the linkage between Ca2+ binding, voltage
sensor activation, and channel opening, it is difficult to
distinguish the relative contributions of Ca2+- and voltage-
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dependent gating mechanisms to changes in open probability.
For example, mutation of structures that presumably underlie
Ca2+ binding often changes the channels’ apparent voltage
dependence (32) and vice versa (see Results). In this study,
we investigate the mechanism that links the voltage and Ca2+
dependence of mslo1 channel activation by analyzing the
effects of mutations in the S4 domain and its vicinity. Our
results reveal that the free energy provided by voltage and
Ca2+ in activating mslo1 channels are simply additive, ruling
out the direct interaction between Ca2+ binding sites and
voltage sensors. The linkage between the channel’s voltage
and Ca2+ dependence is allosteric in nature and is mediated
by the conformational change between closed and open states
of the channel.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Clones, Mutagenesis, and Channel Expression. All experiments were performed on the mbr5 clone of the BK type
Ca2+-activated K+ channel from mouse (mslo1) (19). To
make site-directed mutations, we first introduced new
restriction sites SalI, BssHII, BglII, SpeI, and AflII at positions
that flank the S4 or S5 region by PCR, which did not change
the amino acid sequence (silent sites). The PCR product was
verified by sequencing. The mutations in the S4 and S4-S5
linker regions were then generated by using synthesized sense
and antisense oligonucleotides (29-75 nucleotides in length)
containing the desired substitutions. These oligonucleotides
were annealed and inserted into the mbr5 cDNA between
our introduced restriction sites. The mutations were verified
by multiple restriction digests.
Wild-type and mutant cRNA were transcribed in vitro
using the “mMessage mMachine” kit with T3 polymerase
(Ambion Inc., Austin, TX). A total of 0.05-0.5 ng of cRNA
was injected into Xenopus laeVis oocytes 2-6 days before
recording. Currents from wild-type and mutant channels were
always recorded on the same day and from the same batch
of oocytes, although the channel properties did not vary
significantly over the duration of the study or for different
batches of injected oocytes.
Electrophysiology. Macroscopic currents were recorded
from inside-out patches formed with borosilicate pipets of
1-2 MΩ resistance. Currents were less than 3 nA, and no
series resistance compensation was applied. The pipet
solution contained (mM) the following: 140 KMeSO3, 20
Hepes, 2 KCl, and 2 MgCl2, pH 7.20. The internal solution
contained (mM) the following: 140 KMeSO3, 20 Hepes, 2
KCl, and 1 HEDTA, pH 7.20, and was supplemented with
50 µM (+)-18-crown-6-tetracarboxylic acid to prevent Ba2+
block of the current (36, 37). CaCl2 was added to the internal
solution to give the appropriate free [Ca2+]i, which was
measured with a calcium-sensitive electrode. For [Ca2+]i )
0.5 nM, the same internal solution was used except that
HEDTA was substituted by 5 mM EGTA and no CaCl2 was
added. A sewer pipe flow system was used to supply the
internal solution to the cytoplasmic face of the patch.
Experiments were conducted at 23° C.
Very low open probabilities (Po e 10-3) were measured
from macropatches containing several hundred mslo1 channels, as described previously (10). Since Po was small
(e10-3), single channel openings were observed. The corresponding all-points histograms were constructed, from
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which we obtained NPo, where N is the total number of
channels in the patch. The normalized open probability was
determined by dividing NPo by the maximum NPo, which
was obtained from macroscopic currents recorded in the same
patch. Data acquisition and analysis were as described
previously (10, 38).
RESULTS
ActiVation Properties of the mslo1 Channel Are Altered
by S4 Mutations. Is the Ca2+ modulation of mslo1 voltagedependent gating due to a direct interaction between the
voltage sensor and the Ca2+-dependent machinery? We
investigated this question by constructing three channels
containing mutations in the S4 transmembrane segment or
the S4-S5 linker: R207Q, R213Q, and E219R/Q222R. This
section describes the effects of these mutations on mslo1
channel activation.
Like the wild-type mslo1 channel, the R207Q mutant
channel was activated by depolarization, and the time course
of activation was fit well by a single-exponential function
(Figure 1A). The conductance versus voltage (G-V) relation
of wild-type mslo1 channels and of R207Q mutant channels
obtained at two different pairs of [Ca2+]i are shown in Figure
1B. The G-V relations for both channel types were fit well
by a Boltzmann function that shifted to the left on the voltage
axis as the [Ca2+]i was increased. The other mutant channels,
E219R/Q222R and R213Q, were activated by voltage and
Ca2+ in a similar way (Figure 2).
Figure 1 shows that the mutation R207Q changed the
voltage dependence of mslo1 channel activation. The G-V
relation of R207Q channels was shallower and shifted to the
left of that for wild-type channels at all [Ca2+]i examined.
Under essentially calcium-free conditions ([Ca2+]i e 0.5 nM),
the apparent equivalent gating charge (z) obtained from the
Boltzmann fit to the G-V relation was more than two times
smaller for R207Q channels as compared to wild-type
channels. In addition, the half-maximal activation voltage
(V1/2) for R207Q channels was about 60 mV more negative
than that for wild-type channels (Figure 1B, left). We showed
previously that for calcium-free conditions, mslo1 channels
are activated by voltage without binding Ca2+ (6). Therefore,
the reduction of the equivalent gating charge and the shift
in the G-V relation of R207Q channels in the absence of
calcium indicates that the mutation altered the channels’
voltage-dependent gating process.
The R207Q mutation also altered the magnitude of the
G-V shift induced by an increase in [Ca2+]i. Increasing
[Ca2+]i from approximately 0 to 0.89 µM shifted the halfactivation voltage by an amount ∆V1/2 that was more than
twice as large for R207Q channels as for wild-type mslo1
channels (Figure 1B, left). Similar results were obtained when
[Ca2+]i was increased from 0.89 to 10.9 µM (Figure 1B,
right). However, the equivalent gating charge (z) was
significantly smaller for R207Q mutant channels than for
the wild type. The averaged results for several cells show
clearly that the R207Q mutation had reciprocal effects on z
(Figure 1C, left) and ∆V1/2 (Figure 1C, middle). Interestingly,
the product of the changes in z and V1/2 due to an increase
in [Ca2+]i, ∆(zV1/2), was not affected by the R207Q mutation
for two different calcium concentration ranges (calcium free
(∼0.5 nM)-0.89 µM and 0.89-10.9 µM; Figure 1C, right).
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FIGURE 1: Voltage and Ca2+ dependence of the wild-type (wt) and
the R207Q (RQ1) mslo1 channels. (A) Macroscopic currents in
response to voltages -80 to +160 mV for wt and -200 to +160
mV for R207Q with 20-mV increments. The tail current potential
was -80 mV. Solid thin curves show the fit with single-exponential
functions. [Ca2+]i was 10.9 µM. (B) Steady-state G-V relations
were recorded at 0.5 nM (0) and 0.89 µM [Ca2+]i (left) and at 0.89
and 10.9 µM [Ca2+]i (right) as indicated on top of the plots. Relative
conductance was determined from the tail current. The data were
fitted with the Boltzmann function G ) Gmax/(1 + exp(-ze(V V1/2)/kT)) and then normalized to the maximum of the fit (solid
lines). The parameters of the fits were as follows: (left) wt, [Ca2+]i
) 0.5 nM, z ) 1.19, V1/2 ) 195.6 mV; [Ca2+]i ) 0.89 µM, z )
1.04, V1/2 ) 146.4 mV; R207Q, [Ca2+]i ) 0.5 nM, z ) 0.40, V1/2
) 126.0 mV; [Ca2+]i ) 0.89 µM, z ) 0.46, V1/2 ) 3.2 mV. (right)
The parameters of the fits at 0.89 µM [Ca2+]i were the same as in
the left graph, those at 10.9 µM [Ca2+]i were as follows: wt, z )
1.25, V1/2 ) 27.4 mV; R207Q, z ) 0.72, V1/2 ) -151.1 mV. (C)
Averaged parameters from the fits. The parameters were obtained
from the wt and R207Q (RQ1) at the [Ca2+]i as indicated below
the plots. ∆V1/2 ) (V1/2 at lower [Ca2+]i - V1/2 at higher [Ca2+]i)
(middle) and ∆(zV1/2) ) (zV1/2 at lower [Ca2+]i - zV1/2 at higher
[Ca2+]i) (right) were calculated from each patch and then averaged.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean from 6 to 8
patches.

The E219R/Q222R double mutant (Figure 2A, left) and
the R213Q point mutant (Figure 2A, right) also reduced the
slope of the G-V relation at each [Ca2+]i examined,
including calcium-free solution. Like R207Q (Figure 1), these
mutations alter the voltage-dependent gating of mslo1
channels. The G-V relations of the double mutant and
R213Q channels were shifted to more positive voltages as
compared to the relation for wild-type channels (Figure 2A)
and, thus, had the opposite effect of the R207Q mutation
(Figure 1B). The current through the double mutant and
R213Q mutant channels was very small in 0.5 nM [Ca2+]i,
even at voltages as high as 250 mV (data not shown),
consistent with the idea that the voltage range of their
activation in the absence of Ca2+ was shifted to very positive
voltages (also see ref 39). The equivalent gating charge was
smaller for both mutant channels than for wild-type channels
(left, Figure 2B), but the mutant channels’ G-V relations
shifted more to the left on the voltage axis in response to a
given increase in [Ca2+]i than that of wild-type mslo1
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FIGURE 2: Voltage and Ca2+ dependence of the wt mslo1 (wt) and
mutants E219R/Q222R (DM) and R213Q (RQ2). (A) Steady-state
G-V relations for the wt and E219R/Q222R channels (left) and
for the wt and R213Q channels (right) at 10.9 and 101 µM [Ca2+]i
as indicated at top of the plots. Solid lines are the fits of the
Boltzmann function (see Figure 1 legend). The parameters of the
fits were as follows: (left) wt, [Ca2+]i ) 10.9 µM, z ) 1.19, V1/2
) 46.8 mV; [Ca2+]i ) 101 µM, z ) 1.19, V1/2 ) -10.8 mV; DM,
[Ca2+]i ) 10.9 µM, z ) 0.66, V1/2 ) 211.1 mV; [Ca2+]i ) 101
µM, z ) 0.63, V1/2 ) 121.7 mV. (right) wt, [Ca2+]i ) 10.9 µM, z
) 1.11, V1/2 ) 41.3 mV; [Ca2+]i ) 101 µM, z ) 1.18, V1/2 ) 2.7
mV; R213Q, [Ca2+]i ) 10.9 µM, z ) 0.64, V1/2 ) 226.4 mV; [Ca2+]i
) 101 µM, z ) 0.61, V1/2 ) 138.6 mV. (B) Averaged parameters
from the fits. The parameters were obtained from the wt, DM, and
RQ2 channels at the [Ca2+]i as indicated below the plots. Refer to
Figure 1 legend for the methods in obtaining ∆V1/2 and ∆(zV1/2)
and the meaning of error bars.

channels (Figure 2A). Similar to the results shown above
for R207Q and wild-type channels (Figure 1C), ∆z and ∆V1/2
varied inversely for the double mutant and for R213Q
channels (Figure 2B, left and middle), but their product
remained constant (Figure 2B, right).
Our results demonstrate clearly that all three point mutations alter the voltage-dependent gating of mslo1 channels,
as expected if the S4 domain is part of the voltage sensor.
However, even though the mutations altered ∆V1/2 in
response to a [Ca2+]i increase, the data do not indicate
directly whether the mutations also affect the channels’ Ca2+dependent gating mechanism (Figures 1B and 2A). Changes
in the Ca2+ dependence of the G-V relation were observed
previously in slo channels as a result of mutations or the
coexpression of R and β subunits (9, 21, 30, 32, 40-50).
Although these changes are often interpreted as effects on
the channels’ Ca2+ affinity, the Ca2+ dependence of the G-V
relation is complexly determined by the voltage dependence,
by the Ca2+ binding affinities of the channel in the open
and closed states, and by interactions between the voltage
sensors and the Ca2+ binding sites. As shown in the
following, the reciprocal relationship between ∆z and ∆V1/2
indicates that the effects of the mutations on the Ca2+
dependence of the G-V relation are consequences of the
altered voltage dependence of channel activation. Even
though the S4 mutations enhanced the channels’ response
to a change in [Ca2+]i, they did not appear to alter the
channels’ Ca2+-dependent gating mechanism.
Energetic AdditiVity between Voltage and Calcium-Dependent ActiVation. Our previous results demonstrated that
the G-V relation of the wild-type mslo1 channels could be
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FIGURE 3: Voltage dependence of the open probability of the wildtype mslo1 channels for Po e 10-3. Normalized Po from nine
patches measured at 0.5 nM [Ca2+]i was obtained as described in
Methods and then averaged. NPo measured at 4.5 µM [Ca2+]i was
scaled to the Po measured at 0.5 nM [Ca2+]i by multiplying by a
constant factor, which made the value measured at -80 mV to be
equal. The scaled NPo measured at 4.5 µM [Ca2+]i from seven
patches were then averaged and plotted. The error bars represent
the standard deviation. The error bars in bold are for the results
for 4.5 µM [Ca2+]i.

fit by the Boltzmann equation at all [Ca2+]i , whereas the
activation and deactivation kinetics could be fit by a single
exponential (6). The results shown above indicate that these
properties remain the same in mutant mslo1 channels.
Therefore, the open probability of mslo1 channels can be
aproximated by

Po )

1
1 + exp(∆GV,Ca/kT)

(1)

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute temperature, and ∆GV,Ca is the free energy change of channel
opening. The expression of ∆GV,Ca depends on the specific
mechanism considered to describe the mslo1 channel activation, of which the most currents involve multiple open and
closed states (7, 10, 51). For models with multiple open and
closed states, the ∆GV,Ca in general is a complex function of
voltage and [Ca2+]i. However, as explained in the following,
the results in Figure 3 show that for the mslo1 channel ∆GV,Ca
can be expressed by

∆GV,Ca ) ∆GV + ∆GCa

(2)

where ∆GV is the free energy change with voltage, resulting
from the free energy changes of the voltage sensor in the
open and closed conformations of the protein in the electrical
field, and ∆GCa is the “chemical” part of the free energy
change, resulting from Ca2+ binding and the internal free
energy of opening (52). Since Ca2+ binding is not voltage
dependent (6), ∆GCa does not change with varying voltages.
Figure 3 shows the voltage dependence of the open
probability of wild-type mslo1 channels at very negative
voltages, where Po e 3 × 10-3. Under such conditions, eq
1 becomes

∆GV,Ca
log(Po) ) 2.302kT

(3)

We showed previously that the voltage dependence of log(Po) for mslo1 channels does not reach a constant “limiting”
slope at negative voltages as expected for a simple Boltzmann
function. Instead, the slope of the voltage dependence
decreased as the voltage became more negative (10). This
effect is evident at both calcium-free (0.5 nM) and 4.5 µM
[Ca2+]i, even though Po was about 103 larger at 4.5 µM
[Ca2+]i than at 0.5 nM [Ca2+]i (10). In Figure 3, the Po
measured at 4.5 µM [Ca2+]i is multiplied by a constant
scaling factor so that at each voltage it is reduced by about
103 to compare with that measured at 0.5 nM [Ca2+]i.
Equation 3 predicts that if ∆GV,Ca can be expressed by eq 2,
the voltage dependence of log(Po) at 0.5 nM [Ca2+]i will be
the same as the scaled log(Po) at 4.5 µM [Ca2+]i because a
change in the [Ca2+]i only changes ∆GCa, which is not
voltage dependent. On the other hand, if ∆GV,Ca is a function
whereby voltage- and Ca2+-dependent component of ∆GV,Ca
cannot be separately expressed by additive terms of ∆GV
and ∆GCa, the voltage dependence of log(Po) would be
unlikely the same at 0.5 nM and 4.5 µM [Ca2+]i, sufficient
to alter Po by a large factor of 103. In mathematical terms,
eq 3 predicts that d[log(Po)]/dV does not depend on [Ca2+]i
only if eq 2 is true. Figure 3 shows that the voltage
dependence of the scaled log(Po) measured at 4.5 µM [Ca2+]i
essentially superimposes on that measured at 0.5 nM [Ca2+]i,
indicating that ∆GV,Ca can be expressed by additive terms
of ∆GV and ∆GCa as in eq 2.
The energetic additivity shown in eq 2 indicates that for
mslo1 channels the electrical and the Ca2+ binding free
energies can compensate for each other to sustain the channel
open probability. For example, to maintain Po ) 0.5, the
change in the Ca2+ binding contribution to the ∆G of opening
as a result of a [Ca2+]i increase, ∆∆GCa, must exactly
counterbalance any change in the electrical component of
the free energy:

∆∆GV ) -∆∆GCa

(4)

We have approximated the electrical energy by fitting the
G-V relation to a Boltzmann equation (Figure 1). Therefore,
at Po ) 0.5:

∆GV ) -zeV1/2

(5)

where e is the elementary charge. The energetic additivity
results in a relationship:

∆(zeV1/2) ) -∆∆GCa

(6)

which underlies the shift of the G-V relation on the voltage
axis with various [Ca2+]i for the wild-type and mutant mslo1
channels. More importantly, eq 6 also indicates that ∆(zV1/2)
is a direct measure of the change in the Ca2+ binding
contribution to the ∆G of opening in response to a [Ca2+]i
increase.
As shown in Figures 1 and 2, all three mutations reduced
the G-V slope at each [Ca2+]i, including calcium-free
conditions. Therefore, these mutations must have affected
the free energy change with voltage, ∆GV. However, since
none of the three mutations alter ∆(zV1/2) (Figures 1C and
2B), the mutations do not affect the change in the Ca2+
binding contribution to the ∆G of opening, ∆∆GCa, in
response to a [Ca2+]i increase. ∆∆GCa depends on the
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mechanism by which Ca2+ binding changes the channel
conformation during activation and is a function of the
Ca2+ affinities of the various channel conformations. For
example, for gating by the voltage-dependent MWC mechanism (7):

{ [ ]}
1+

∆∆GCa ) -4kT ∆ ln

[Ca]i
KC

[Ca]i
1+
KO

(7)

where KC and KO are the microscopic Ca2+ dissociation
constants for each subunit when the channel is in the closed
and open conformation, respectively (Scheme 1). Since none
of the three mutations affect ∆∆GCa, we conclude that the
mutations did not alter the molecular properties of Ca2+dependent activation.
Allosteric Mechanism of Voltage- and Ca2+-Dependent
ActiVation. Taken together, our analysis shows that all three
mutations altered the voltage dependence of mslo1 channel
activation without affecting the mechanism of the Ca2+
dependence. This conclusion provides a molecular interpretation for the synergistic effects of voltage and Ca2+ on channel
activation. The modulation of the voltage-dependent activation by Ca2+ cannot be due to a direct interaction between
the residues Q207, R213, E219, or Q222 and the calciumdependent machinery through physical contacts or electrostatic interactions. If so, then the structural and charge
perturbations caused by their mutations would have altered
such direct interactions, thereby affecting the Ca2+-dependent
activation (53-55). Since these residues nearly span the
entire S4 region, it is likely that the linkage between the
voltage and Ca2+ dependence of mslo1 channel activation
is not derived from a direct interaction between the voltage
sensors and the Ca2+-dependent machinery. As we will show
in the following, this conclusion is consistent with our current
understanding of the voltage- and Ca2+-dependent mechanisms of mslo1 channel activation.
The mslo1 channels are homotetramers (56). Each subunit
contains a voltage-sensing S4 domain (16, 18, 20, 21) and a
Ca2+ binding site (33). Ca2+ activates the channel in a highly
cooperative fashion (6, 7). Such a mechanism has been
described by models (7, 15) drawn from the cyclic allosteric
MWC scheme (17).
Scheme 1

In Scheme 1, the opening of the channel alters the Ca2+
binding sites, resulting in a higher Ca2+ affinity for open
(O) as compared to closed (C) channels. The binding of each
Ca2+ promotes channel opening by changing the equilibrium
between O and C, (L), by the factor c (KO/KC).
While this model can account for Ca2+-dependent activation of the mslo1 channel over a wide range of conditions
(7, 15) it oversimplifies the voltage-dependent activation by
assuming a single concerted voltage-dependent transition

between the closed and the open conformations. Upon a
closer examination of the macroscopic current and gating
current of the mslo1 channel in the virtual absence of Ca2+,
Horrigan et al. (10, 11) discovered that the voltage-dependent
activation involved rapid movements of the voltage sensor
in each of four subunits as well as a concerted C-O
transition among all the subunits (also see ref 35). While
the activation of voltage sensors in each subunit promoted
the channel opening, it was not required. The channel could
open even when no voltage sensor had moved, but the
channel opening facilitated the voltage sensor movements
(10, 11). These findings indicated that the voltage sensor
movements activated the channel through an allosteric
interaction, which could be described by a model resembling
the MWC scheme (Scheme 2) (10).
Scheme 2

In Scheme 2, the horizontal transitions represent the
voltage sensor movements in subunits. Their equilibrium
constants are JC and JO at C and O conformations, respectively, and d ) JO/JC.
It is striking that a similar allosteric mechanism can
describe separately both voltage- and Ca2+-dependent activation of the mslo1 channel. Taking these results together, it
is reasonable to conclude that the mslo1 channel undergoes
a quaternary conformational change between closed and open
states that is concerted among all four subunits. Either the
activation of the voltage sensor or the binding of Ca2+ in
each subunit would affect this conformational change by
favoring the open conformation. The simplest model to
describe this mechanism is Scheme 3, shown in Figure 4A,
which combines the calcium-dependent gating model of
Scheme 1 with the voltage-dependent gating model of
Scheme 2 (see also ref 43). In Scheme 3 (shown in Figure
4A), the binding of Ca2+ is represented by horizontal
transitions parallel to the page, where Kd is equivalent to KC
in Scheme 1 with no voltage sensor activated. The voltage
sensor movements are represented by transitions perpendicular to the page, where K(V) is equivalent to JC in Scheme
2 with no Ca2+ bound. The subscript for each C or O state,
mn, indicates the number of voltage sensors activated (m)
and the number of Ca2+ bound (n). Only some of the 25
closed states are shown for clarity. The C-O transitions are
also weakly voltage dependent (10, 11) and are allosterically
modulated by the movement of voltage sensors as well as
the binding of Ca2+. The activation of each voltage sensor
alters the equilibrium of the C-O transition by a factor d,
whereas each Ca2+ binding event changes this equilibrium
by a factor c:

L(V)m,n ) d mcnL(V) m, n ) 0-4

(8)

where L(V) is the equilibrium constant for the C-O transition
when the channel has no voltage sensor activated and no
Ca2+ bound.
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between only neighboring subunits would require additional
states and more complex mathematics; however, the same
basic findings would still apply. According to eq 9, if the
voltage sensor directly interacts with the Ca2+-dependent
machinery, the voltage sensor movements will be altered with
each additional Ca2+ bound. Reciprocally, activation of each
voltage sensor will effect the binding of Ca2+. Such a direct
interaction could occur between the voltage sensor and Ca2+
dependent machinery within the same subunit or from
different subunits. The allosteric effects of voltage sensor
movements and Ca2+ binding, combined with the possible
direct interaction between voltage sensors and the Ca2+dependent machinery in Scheme 3 result in a complex
dependence of ∆GV,Ca on voltage and calcium concentration
(eq 9). With such a complex dependence, the energy provided
by voltage and by calcium binding are generally not additive
and ∆(zV1/2) will not generally be constant, a prediction that
is inconsistent with our experimental results. However, if
the Ca2+-dependent machinery does not directly interact with
voltage sensors (i.e., when g ) 1), energetic additivity will
be observed. In such a case

∆GV,Ca ) ∆G IV + ∆G ICa

(10)

FIGURE 4: (A) Scheme 3. Parameters are described in the text. Not
all of the closed states and transitions are shown in the interest of
clarity. (B) The fit of Scheme 3 to the data obtained from wildtype mslo1 (open circles) and R207Q (filled circles). For both
channels, steady-state G-V relations were measured at [Ca2+]i
(from right to left) of 0.5 nM, 0.89 µM, and 10.9 µM and then
averaged. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The
number of patches represented in the graph is 8-11 for wild-type
mslo1 and 6-8 for R207Q. The smooth curves are the fits with
parameters as follows: wt, Kd ) 1.6 × 10-5 M, c ) 12.5, K(V) )
exp(0.375e(V - 160)/kT), d ) 15, L(V) ) 7 × 10-6 exp(0.4 eV/
kT), g ) 1; R207Q, Kd ) 1.6 × 10-5 M, c ) 12.5, K(V) ) exp(0.42e(V + 50)/kT), d ) 10, L(V) ) 7 × 10-5 exp(0.15 eV/kT), g
) 1.

where

The channel open probability for Scheme 3 (shown in
Figure 4A) follows eq 1 with

Thus, when interpreted in terms of this more realistic model
of calcium- and voltage-dependent gating, our results support
the hypothesis that the voltage sensor movements and Ca2+
binding both activate the mslo1 channel by an allosteric
mechanism without affecting each other directly. The apparent effects of [Ca2+]i on the voltage dependence of the
channel and the effects of voltage on the Ca2+ dependence
(6) occur through an allosteric mechanism mediated by the
conformational change between the open and closed states
of the channel.
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∆GIV ) kT ln

4
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The factor g describes the interaction between the voltage
sensors and Ca2+ binding. For simplicity, we have assumed
that binding of Ca2+ to one subunit affects the voltage sensors
in all four subunits equally by the factor g. Interactions

We have studied three mutations in the putative S4 or S4S5 linker regions in the mslo1 channel to explore the
relationship between voltage and Ca2+ in activating the
channel. All three mutations changed channel activation in
two main respects: first, the G-V relations shifted along
the voltage axis and their slopes were reduced; second, the
G-V shift induced by a given change in [Ca2+]i was
increased. These two effects were inversely related: the Ca2+
induced G-V shift increased with the same proportion as
the reduction of the G-V steepness, even though the three
mutations had distinct effects on the channel’s voltage
dependence (Figures 1 and 2). These results indicate that
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although the voltage-dependent mechanism of channel
activation was altered by the mutations, the mechanism that
links the voltage dependence and Ca2+ dependence remained
intact. Thus, this linkage cannot be due to a direct interaction
between the voltage sensor and the Ca2+-dependent machinery. We conclude that it is an allosteric linkage, i.e., the
voltage and Ca2+ dependence are linked through the conformational change between the closed and the open channel
(57). Such a mechanism resembles the well-known allosteric
regulation of hemoglobin by 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (DPG)
and oxygen, in which DPG binding to the deoxyhemoglobin
stabilizes its conformation and thereby lowers the oxygen
affinity of hemoglobin (58).
The allosteric linkage between voltage- and Ca2+-dependent activation of the mslo1 channel is consistent with the
channel structure that the voltage sensor and Ca2+ binding
site are in two separable domains (21, 33). However, our
current structural knowledge alone does not obviate the
possiblity that the two domains may be associated in a way
that the Ca2+ binding site is so close to the voltage sensor
that a bound Ca2+ may facilitate the movement of the voltage
sensor by physical contact or by affecting the local electrical
field. These possibilities are now excluded in this study by
two lines of independent evidence: (i) the mutations on the
voltage sensor do not alter the mechanism of Ca2+-dependent
activation; and (ii) the energies provided by voltage and by
Ca2+ binding are additive in activating the channel, whereas
no free energy changes due to the direct interaction of voltage
sensor and Ca2+ binding are observed. An example of such
an allosteric mechanism is provided in Scheme 3 where the
factor g must equal to 1 in order to describe the voltageand Ca2+-dependent activation of mslo1 channels. In recent
studies of single BK channels over a range of [Ca2+]i and
voltage, Rothberg and Magleby (51, 59) found that the
channel gated among multiple closed and open states in a
Ca2+-independent fashion and through two or more independent transition pathways between closed and open states.
These findings led them to propose a two-tiered model that
is similar to Scheme 3. The similarity between their model
and Scheme 3 together with their conclusion support a lack
of direct intreractions between the voltage sensors and the
Ca2+ binding sites.
Previous studies have revealed that the separate activation
of BK channels by Ca2+ and by voltage occurs through an
allosteric mechanism (6, 7, 10, 11, 51). Although they used
an oversimplified voltage dependence, models drawn from
the MWC scheme (7, 15) successfully described the Ca2+
dependent activation of wild-type BK channels. Nevertheless,
the MWC scheme is no longer adequate to describe the
activation of our mutant channels. As shown in Figure 1B,
the G-V relation of the R207Q mutant channel became more
steep with increasing [Ca2+]i. The equivalent gating charge
of the R207Q mutant channel measured at 10.9 µM [Ca2+]i
(z ) 0.89 ( 0.04) was more than twice as large as that
measured at 50 nM [Ca2+]i (z ) 0.38 ( 0.02). The change
in the slope of the G-V relations of wild-type mslo1
channels with [Ca2+]i is inconsistent with the MWC model
prediction (6, 7), but the change was so small that the MWC
model could describe the mslo1 activation at the macroscopic
current level fairly well within experimental variability (7).
Such a slope change is required by Scheme 3, and derives
from the fact that the voltage dependence of the channel is
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determined by two voltage dependent processes: the voltage
sensor movements and the C-O transitions. The contribution
of the C-O transition, which has a weaker voltage dependence than the voltage sensor movements, varies over the
voltage range (10). Therefore, the G-V relation at a low
[Ca2+]i has a shallower slope because of its positive voltage
range (Figure 1). Since the mutation R207Q changed the
voltage sensor movements as well as their relationship with
the C-O transitions, the change of the G-V slope at various
[Ca2+]i is made more prominent (10). Figure 4B shows a
Scheme 3 simulation of the G-V relations of wild-type and
the R207Q mutant channels. The model reproduces the
general effect of the mutation on the activation of mslo1
channels, including the shift of the G-V relation, the slope
change at various [Ca2+]i, and the reciprocal relationship
between the increase in the calcium-induced shift of the G-V
relations and the reduction in their slope.
While it is clear that the mutations described in this paper
altered the voltage-dependent gating of mslo1 channels, the
mechanism underlying these alterations is uncertain. The
mutations shifted the G-V relations on the voltage axis and
reduced their steepness. However, in general neither the
changes in the slope of these relations nor the changes in
side chain charges are related in a simple way to possible
changes in the valence of the gating charge associated with
channel activation (10, 11, 27, 28, 60). Rather, the equivalent
charge obtained from our Boltzmann fits to the G-V relations represents an empirical measure of the steepness of
the curves and is not a measure of the true gating charges.
Since the voltage dependence of log(Po) for mslo1 channels
did not reach a “limiting slope” at negative voltages (Figure
3), these results also do not provide an estimate for the
valence of the gating charge (61). Figure 4B shows the fit
of Scheme 3 to the G-V relations of wild-type and R207Q
mutant mslo1 channels. Our data are not sufficient to ensure
that the model used in the fits represents an accurate description of the activation mechanism, but they do suggest that
the mutation may have altered many voltage-dependent
transitions, including voltage sensor movements in individual
subunits and cooperative transitions leading to channel
opening.
In contrast to our conclusions, Diaz et al. (39) have
suggested that mutations in the hslo S4 region, including
R207Q, R213Q, and E219K, mainly affected calciumdependent activation by altering the calcium affinities of both
open and closed states. They reached this conclusion by
fitting the V1/2 - [Ca2+]i relation with an equation derived
from the MWC model. A fixed equivalent gating charge
estimated from the G-V relation at a single [Ca2+]i for each
mutation was used in their fits. As discussed above,
equivalent gating charge, determined from the slope of the
G-V relations, for the mutant channels, particularly R207Q,
changed with [Ca2+]i. Therefore, the equivalent gating charge
estimated from the G-V relation varied with V1/2. In this
respect the MWC model is not adequate to describe the
behavior of mutant channels because it does not produce
[Ca2+]i-dependent changes in the slope of the G-V relations.
However, the slope change of G-V relation with [Ca2+]i
for the R207Q channel was not observed by Diaz et al.
because they reported the G-V relation only at a single
[Ca2+]i. We believe that the discrepancy between our
conclusion and the conclusion by Diaz et al. (39) regarding
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the effect of S4 mutations on calcium binding mainly arises
from this difference in treatment of the results.
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